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PROBLE IJIS D T :CH QUES 
N Tf. .;..o AN.!}.L YSL'3 OF BUBBLE GHAMB ·• R PHOTOG PHb 

Hugh Bradner 

La :vrence Radiation Labo: a.tory 
Un' •ersity of Califoru a 

Be keley,) Caliiornia 

The three parallel essiona of invited pa£: ers this morning 1 ad me to 
~)act a gre -..er-thannusua.l fraction of active 1 ubble-chamber phyaic:ista in 

t aud ·.ence. Therefore I hope that you will permit me to spend a. dia-
! rtioni.te time taking about probleme that 1eed solution ••• And forgi e 

:m . if I mal:e much use of a cryotal ball conce.rii'iiigthe future. It will be a 
ta l~ on app.a.ratu& 0 rathe:r t:t an physics. 

The task will sun'lm::~.rize what we have accomplished and le~ rned in the 
fi ld; and vrhat some future dtavelopments may l•e in data. reduction for bubble 
cl: ambers. "We'' refero ot just to Berkeleyv .:>ut to Brookhaven people suet 
a~: Thorndyke and :Towle and Rau; to Goldschrr. idt-Clermont at Gene a; to 
HCJugh at Michigan; to Glaser; and others. 

The f pecific bubble-chamber data that I cite refer to the Hydrogen 
Bubble Chamber operations at Berkaley" since I am most familia~· witl1 them, 

Shutt' t3 group at B:rookhaven rnay have h•Hn the first to reahze the 
m gnPude o:~ the data ·reduction problem. We J -e tablished loud chamber 
te hnicpee could analyze c bout one event per dey. That was all righ.tr- since 
in ·eresting events were then photographed abo11: once per day. Sbut~• group 
btnlt a 16-inch diameter i!O-atmosphere hydro€ ell diffusion chamber to study 

) the three 01" four strange"particle acrents t~'lat they would get among· he ZOO 
e' nts at ~:5mb cross section) from 5 0 000 pict ues per day at the Coemotron. 
Tb1:y could e:ca1-:1 only 100 .o 300 pictures per m n-day~ and required about 
5-·man··day.:; to analyze each day1 

& E'Vents. Th~ y sta•·ted to consider "ays of 
p-edi. g up t.. e scanning and analyzing. 

When. Dr, Alvarez t=ropos"'d making a 1Z· inch liquid hydrogE·n bubble 
ch'l.mb~r0 wh'ch would ha·vc an effective densit} of 10 000 atmospheres., the 
c::r· sis was obv' ou Besides, the Be,vatro :a vv-a.n expected to give ns 10o000 
pi tures per de.y! Th t would produce loO 0 st ange-particle eve ts per day. 

ThoEn eai'ly estim· t e o£ runrling eificien :y -.vere too higho We averaged 
s newhat leas than 30 000 pictures pel" day with the B.-inch chamber last yearo 
a~ i only about 10 000 pictures per dc..y with 'he i 2-inch chamber in the 4-month 
ar. ipr ton rrun last falL It now seems that we •:rill have 700 000 to lOOvOOO 
st··ange-particle e~rente per year i the 7Z- inch chamber. Ou:r an; lysis system 
is wor1dng we.:i. for the !5-:.nch chamber; but D.·. Button's talk this afternoon 

vited ta k a· mee il'lg :f A1 A'le kan Phys1cal ~ ociet· ) New Yorkv N. Y. R 

ua:ry Z9., 960: 



It mu t get up to ful speed quickly;) 5 - month ~ unu cheduled 
to s t art wit ·n o month& for n-o Frank C 'If t:d0 i expected to pro du e 
ab . 600fi 000 pictures 0 with 75t000 lambd s 0 ZOO lambda sca~tering on 
hyd rog_n{J 40 beta decays of la...""nbdas~> and man) other intera tion ~> in l ud'ng 
50n000 w-1\' e "ents~ plus fo1.1· 1ni1Jion ordina.ry ir,teractiollS that we von' A 

attempt to analy~e. 

\v?~t!!'l the bubble chamber effort bega.nv D.:. Alvarez's group in Berkeley 
w intereeted only in strange-particle interactions 9 so that our task was to 
develop a system that could handle events 300 t· .me& as fast as cloud-c:bamber 
techniqueso We expected that measuring the pictures would be the bottleneck. 

The analysis of bubble chamber events require three-dimensional 
reconstruction of the trajectory of all particles involvedn followed by a 
computation of momentwn balance and energy talance. Stereophotography 
by two caxnera lenses is ufficient to permit this reconstruction9 but a third 
len is added because it speeds up measurement. The photographs c:ontain 
other information besides the direction of the t; ·acl-s; The curvature of the 
track in the magnetic field is a measure of mor.,:tentum divided by charge; the 
direction of the curvature indicates the sign of ;he charge; the nur.aber of 
bubbles per unit length is a function of the velodty of the particle and of its 
charge; the range of a particle that stops in the liquid gives the momentumv 
if the particle mass is known; the change of cut vature with distance can 
establish mass if mea urements are sufficiently accurate9 and if multiple 
Coulomb scattering is small .... nougho Energeti•; delta rays can give some 
information on the velocity of the particle. 

In addition to observing tracks of chargee particles0 it is also po·o\&ible 
sometimes to detect neutral particles by energr-momentum balance" or by 
observing charged decay fragments 9 or by obsf rving secondary interaction 
that in ·olve charged particletJo 

The frequent appeal. ance of inelastic pro•;esses in high-energy physics 
u~ ually demands that the trajectories of the pa:-·tieles be reconstructed with 
tha highest possible accuracy. The geometricr.l problems of reconstructing 
an event in a. bubble chamber are similar to thn problems encountered in the 
analysis of cloud C'hambe1• phoiographsv but thE: problem is more difficult. 
The reconstruction is complicated by the fact tl:lat the liquid has an index of 
refraction differing f ' om unity; camera optics re usually wide-angle0 and 
therefore corrections for the ha.mber windowt are nonlinear; the magnetic 
fi-elds in some chambers a· every nonuniform. 

These considerati01!l8 led Dro Alvarez to propose that we make coordinate 
measurements independently on the different s :ereo views~ and then make 
geometrical i'econstructionn along with optical and magnetic correctionso in 
a digital computer o 

The system that has evolved consists of :he following stepso requiring 
the times indicated in the boxeso · · 



y iciet and techmcians search fo1· eventa of intere tr and t~ l u1 
'~~~ t y find9 then re to rn t e percent of e ents overlool~ed 

Th scanning machine · s shown in Fig" 1, 
b.1 this machine the three imc..ges a,..e- projected onto a white bakelite sul'fac 
at a ma.gnific tion of 10 ·~ia.metersg io e. D 2/3 original bubble charnbe;r sizeo 
The projection lenses re Schneider Companon 2!0 mm focal length at f/5.6. 
It va. necessary to use high-quality wide-angle lense v becau e the optical 
r y can make a maximun.l angle of 35 deg fron~ optical axis< The mirror 
ar• paralleloplate0 front surface aluminized ni silicon monoxide coated. The 
pa1'alleloplate and a special mounting suspensicn were required to keep the 
m;;..gnific t"on sufficiently uniform throughout tte picture. Illumination is 
by mean of three 500-watt motion picture proj ~ctor lamps operating with 
f{Oo8 lucite condensers and Coz-ning ·-I-58 and I-69 heat-absorbing glas es. 
'l'i m is clamped in an open-faced holder. Ten:perature risen mea ut"ed on 
a black piece of film0 is no greater than 3° C. 

We usually find it de irable tc scan along the track0 i. e. ,, from th.e end 
of the table., It was not pc1ssible to magnify the image enough to see the 
nece sary detail at the near end of the image without having the far end too 
dit tant from the observer" Hence0 the film ca;·riage was arranged 'o roll 
ea ily and thereby move the image toward o:r a ~y from the operator by means 
of a. hand le ·er. 

The film can be advanced from one frame to the n.e,._-t in approximately 
3/4 ec. It c«"...n be run at slow speed of 800ft/min and can be started and 
st pped with a. ma.xim.um fo!"ce of less than 3 pounds on the filmo 

These machines cost approxi.rnately $12., 000 each. They may cost a 
much as $20,000 with further automatic controlsa This seems like a large 
s n 0 but we should realize that ru ing the Bevatron and the bubble chamber 
fo · one day costs betw~en $120 000 and $200 000. 

2o "Sketch'·' [1 0 min/ event I 
Phys:.cists or very experienced assistantt examine each eventg list 

po sible interpretationsv and write instructions to the measurer and to i;he 
computing program. l'hi 1 :s done on a scanning table. The time required i 
about 10 minl1tes per event. (More accurate fif,ureo are available from time
and-motion studies if you a::te in.terested.) 

* a eraged over a year's cperation 
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Technicia s measure films on 11 FranckenJtein. 1 

ny of you a.:re familia t' with tha Frar:.ckenatei l measur·ng projecto1· "or 
malle1· charnbors. Figure 2. shows the ma-hine used for 72· inch ar. b r 

film A secund one is beL g built now at Berke .eyo 

The characteristics of the projection mic c•oscope do not differ greatly 
from the F:ranckenatein ior the smaller machin~. It, toon is accurate enough 
th·1t m,~asurements may eventually be limited bf uncertainty due to r.11ultiple 
Coulomb scattering. Measurements are made on axesl) to 2. .. 5 microns accu~·acyo 
by using Ferranti moire f inge grating systems~ The at'.tomatic track-following 
se 'VO is the same as on the smaller machine= ':he. image is sampled via Z4 slots 
on a 3600-rpm motor (io e. o a rate of 1440 cycles per second). The big 
differen e between the h"II'O machines is brought about by the large image on the 
fil-n. It is necessary to magnify the image to approximately 2. Z times .ctual 
Dl?-e in order that an operator can make visual .Jettings on fiducial marks ~nd 
trad;: endings to the necessary a.ccuracy.. We did not see any satisfactory wa.y 
of p-resenting a pid:\•re 14 feet longo eo we split the imageo The region being 
examined in detail is projected by a Schneider ::enotar {/Z..8 lens of 10.5 mr.n 
at a magnific Hon of 33" to give the 2..2.-times-... ull-sizeimage on a tr~.neimission 
sc ,·een. A partially silvered mirror projects a second image through a · 
D· llmeyer Sen·ac f./ 4o5 lens 0 of 18-inch focal l·}ngtho at a magnifica ion of 
7. ?~ L eo ~ one -ha.lf life sizev onto an opaque sc -·een. An illuminated reticle 
pr jected onto the half-scale view shows the re.;ion that is enlarged to 2oZ diameter 

A detail of the lamp housing~ the condens·~rs 0 and the film carriers of the 
mea~uring machine is shown in Fig. 3. It was necessary to use a 2.500-watt 
m rcury lamp of 120» 000 lumens output to get t~le light that was needed while 
simultaneously presenting the split images and servo-system photomultipliero 
1n addition~ aspheric luc:ite condensers are used to give high illumination over 
th~ entire film. Heat-absorbing glass and water cells are required to keep 
thb :film coolo 

The eame film transport is used as on thE~ scanning machines. 

The first measuring projector cost nearl1 $200v000; the secondv which 
is !lOW under construction, will cost about $140o000. 

4o Compute r;;;mputing 1/Z min per evend 
I p!~2 !;.~.~~c.!.lir-"~ I./ Z mir,./ e>t~·nt I 
----=~··r-···-· -- -~· -·-· ~- ---

The output perforated tape with x-y coordinates of track segments and 
ficmcial marks (chamber glass) is converted to magnetic tapeo and put into 
an IBM 704o 

The !6.,000-word program reconstructs the event completelyv with 
momentum and ene:rgy balance. It prints out lab and Com .. components of 
momentum~ energy0 and angleso together with nopagated errors and goodness 
o:r ft. Right now0 15~000 events are waiting some minor program revision for 
the new 704o 
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Not a·l t e e ent o through the com:ut t on g :~.cc- aa·'-"ully Erro ·s in 
's e- bing 11 o:r. in Fra ckenatein. me as uement c ll.U 5 to 10% of th . even · o 
ai on · weU-d,_,_,,, ged pr. gram The fa.ilure r1te dt.\ring the fi ·a'i: :tx mo ths 

of new prog::am is oft~n 30%. E ents tha.t fail a. e re-examined and rerun. 
-r - ie a leas efficient p!'ocedu-e thfl.n he 1·outiae fb:st analya;isQ b~cauae o 
~he tL-rne spent in understanding th.e erx·orr- nd b. looking up old record and 
old film. Examination and rerun a eragea perhaps 6 minutes per event. A 
ye, r ago~ when 30o/c. of the events were failin.g 0 : t was even more; thie was the 
bot leneckp rather than r.neasuringo 

6. Sort 

The "good'1 outputs a:re corZ"elated and tabr.dated~ foz: angular distribution~~ 
up down a ym.metry0 etc. c as required for the . >hysic of the experiment. Group 
at tlulr laboratories have developed better prot rams for these operation than 
we in Alvarez's group0 to date. We 21tiH do mo t of it at a desk, 

7. Keep Records 
- ··------·-·-·-· ., G • min/ event 

The t•lbula.tione of. ·~'\ ents found in sca:nnin.: must be correlated~ and the 
re - rds must be kept for !·eference. The ttaket :h cards0 " which now are 
8- /l X 11 McBee KeytJozt ca:r-ds 0 must be filed as well as the printouts f:t"om 
the computer. All this is be~ng done now by ont extremely good persont phs 
th~ physicists as th.ey use the dataa But it is a !um1.1.lati.ve job which will need 
to be mechanized soon. We have looked briefly into norznal actuarial and 
bu ineas methods~ IBM Ramae doE~s .. lot meet all our needs. PQrhap we can 
use some n w library so:t"ting and. recall technic; \.leBn ~uch as ITEK is developing. 

The Hmes for these operations seem fairly well balanced. Three or four 
sc< nning m= chines and o e Fra.nckenstein can p ~ocess 20v000 event per year 
Ac~ually~.~ we did 10~000 events from the 15-incl: chamber during 4 mont. 1:1. 1 st 
ye· .. r with fm.u· ecanne:;:s and t-wo Fra.ncken21~eins. The Francl,eneteins were 
no' fully scheduled 011. week endso 

About 2 minutes can be saved. in c..ll the be ttlenecl~t operations by putting 
au. ')matic frame selection on ac&nners and Frallckensteinsp and by improving 
tht:. interlocks that force tb.e operator to make a .1 me<".surements in the co1·re t 
orr.er. These things are 11eing built. Automati.:! transfer of the physicist r s 
ins~!'uctionel from the sket ·h to th.e Frand"f:nste .nand the computer will be 
do· _e later :lf it seems nee ,ssaA"y. 

Expe ·ience wi.th the 72-inch film is brie£9 and may give some surprises. 
Sc nning per picture is ce ·tainly slower. To a fire:t approximationp we find tha.t 
it akes four times as bng per pict re0 s·nc:e ti-e eye can see only a limited area 
at. a glance. We find th t Ne ca1'l stand onl;r the aan1e nwnber of tracks per 
pil l;1;.re (20 or 30) witho•lt confusion or ambigu.i :y. Hencen the scanning time 
E!: · intel'ac·~ is about th~ same as in the sma.le:r chambers. 

It would. <t.pp"'ar that t e Franckenstein sy;>tem can be made to handle 
70 000 to 100 000 strang~· r.nr'·icle «·.ver.1t per yf. ar, by uaing three or four 
me ~uring ·:n., chine·, I/ to !5 ec<.t.nning machin ~so and a st fi of ~bO\'.t 50 
te( hnicians. About fi · e ~ ·1 -tilne physicists ·.;~..·i 1 be needed for the analysis
no: includir.g prog -a:m .:1· ·:ll, 



ecen ~ 1t h be e '·ho:.t the no -atra g -p · i e 
ry import"' nt fie d of investigation · fu: 1da.mental nucl ar ph} 

e excell nt t eorist f el. in f~ ct tha. · the ,tud ~ of these inte ar-Ho is 
of gre .t.er imp•>l'tance tban the trange pa!~ icle • It a ems neceo ary ~ ...... 

a 1re a very large number of events in orde • to extrapolate >:.rith the 
n esary t tistical accui'acy into the nonphya :al region tha~ is of m jor 
co cern to t e men working in di persion theory-. And in mo t cases it eem 
ne .e eary to measure the events to the same high accuracy required for 

t ·a.nge-partide studies. The hydrogen 'bubble ·hamber seems to be the moat 
po we:lful tool at the present time for auch investigat: ons, bee au e of the la ge 
number of interaction typ .s that can appear 0 and the angular momentwn and 
ac uracy requir de 

So now0 we are faced with t~e problem of analyzing several million 
e' o:nta per year. It i obvious that the FranckEnatein system cannot be ext nded 
t cope with the job. Even I shudder at the i•.tea of 50 measuring machines aad 30 to 
5 canning machin.es grit ding awa.y on the filn: from a single bubble chamber -~~ 

It doen not seem re<. onable for physiciat3 or technicians to examine the 
ne essary number of pictureBv or to enter any 1,ppreciable amoun~ of d· ta fo 
m ·astn~ing machine at 'i:he necessary rate 0 or t•> examine the output of the com
pn~ing machine in detail for ea.ch event. We we uld need to look at one output per 

o11d during a normal wo.·king yeai". 

Evidently9 if we al"E: going to accomplish .his task~ we must fin~\ a way of 
lr..g a machine to locate the events of in· erest- -a frightening prospect 

bu. I do not see any alterr.ative. We must also measure these events auto
m tically" ·nd record a:nc. tabulate only tho e events which have satisfied our 
i tial critw·ia. We must1. of coursec be very careful that the events we diD ard 
a:; e randorl1ly distributed -the better our stati.Jtical accuracy, the smaller 
e t.ematic ~ rror we can. tolerate. 

The problem of x·eco._.nizi g events automatically is not trivial. In 
fa ~tp 1 don't think it has £!Ver been done11 with the possible exception of some 
pl neer work by P. V. C. Hough at Mich~gan. '1 he task appears less formidable 
th n some of the jobs being undertaken in tranelationp decipheri~g of hand-
w ·iting~ OJ' recognition of patterns in ael'ial ph·>tography. It would. certainly 
be. necessary to ha.ve a large computer attachec directly to the apparatus. It 
m y be ne(:eseary to des"gn a special .:;:omputet. The same computer would 
di ·ect the measuring machine and carry out thfJ analysis of events after they 
a e measured. The compute1· programs would be very complex. 

The problem of making a m£-asurin.g :mac line with the required speed d 
a1 c,J.racy i'3 a big onea bu· B:r·uce ~ . .fcCormick0 ~n extremely capable mane has 
b. en working on it for a l·:lng timeo (He is pro •ably the first man to tackle thi 
j of ul.trr.-high-speed a1 lysis). His mechan·.cal flying-spot machine--calledo 
o t ourse9 the "McCormi .k Reaper" i3 aho·wn :"n Fig. 4 as it looked in mid-
Jr nuary. This is a front view of the console wlth the film transport~ which is 
a nodified Ampex tape dr i?e to present the se< tion of the film on which 
n aeur man.ts are to be 111.ade. An enlarged inage of the film is displayed on 
'l"' transmission screen c-t the center of tl e coa ·ole. The two wings of the 
c nsole re no v filled with indicator lights and control switches. The stage 
!'" rrying t e lena ~d light s :rstem h.- s been re noved fo::- this photograph and 
t e next. 
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. he rackf. o houce the tran i"''l: rized el ctr ni • 
of the ( ompu.ter componentf' a ·e s '"'en in F' g. 6. 
1 ave · ee fiLed sil. c e t is pic ur :va tal.en. 

for the c:oni;ro •8 .. 

Mor than Oo/o of · h 

(A television flying-upof tube of 50,,000-lire resolution would be n.eed~d 
o an an entire picture with the nece ;sa· y re llolution Trickery may m K
t os ible w'th lea Q ) 

We b-lieife .h ·there ai~ ·evet·al possiblt. so\ut·ons to making t e 
r1 ::u uring 1nach'ne itsel.. 

We a e not so sure th·~t we C.: 1 teach the t <lachine to recogni .e a large 
n ugh fra< ion of the ev~rltB ha1· 'IVC v.ri.(~h to ha e measured. 01· t · 'IC can 

1n ·z·u ·- thE measu-·ing rr::a chine 1ith enough a.c uracy and ver atility, The 
_If, Cormick l"eade1· > a.nd rrtocked- up spiral scan l on the F'r.anckens :e-i.:n are 
jt . at" 1·tin,. to be u.sed to inve hga ·e this W cannot say anythin, · · ···he 
pr sent tir.n·:::., 

I ie l saible that a.ch:ne scanningv and 1wnar scanningv w~ll 1 e mad 
a i .. r by d. splay;.t g the .t'Lms wi h closf~d-drc Jit tele- ision. having del~ y-line 
i c·lit, sim·lal: to l"ad\1 r m1 viug .t,;:.· et i C:ic· tc rsv ao that tracks going all the 

i;hrougr the cha.'l'llber Jithou· i teraction wHl .not J. e displayed on t e s<:reen. 
eez ·.ng · OV!Tll the le.1.gt 1. of tl , ilna.ge1 or enlt gmg ny def'ired egicnl) e 
iour1 po"' ibiiit'. s too We ha;e only stared gathering eqtipme;lt :for hi 
Hm:.nar at· d}'o We l av uot tl·ieci :.t yet. 

It ie ot realistic to think t 1a we vlil .. be t·ont:ent to ~gnore o th:row vay 
eve1 ts tu.· t fail to go 'hr ugh ot r system. re wil111 in fact,, w ':lt to e ~ m e 
of t.:lem i:o be m:e that we have ;. ot o ret· ooJ· ~d i.m o.rtant ne 'phys: B li 
failtu·e :rate is as low as lo/n ( ery unlik""1Yn "OnBidering the coi :lplexity o£ 
~·ecognLion and in tr .u:t:~o~:1 p,.oblemo and p;• lgra.rns}(l then b. p ·:i.n iple ,e 

o ll re ··eYam · a.c tb.e e· en' . thai. fa:Ued 1, •• nd p · i them th· ough the . .i'r· ncken te · 
sy t~m H we rel'"., it seein tl: a \\e .. ould proJ';f;ably de elop device (simp_e 
·c opa ·ed · rlth the things w· 1 ve been talking abut) fo~· the specifi purpo e 

of ·ew,ll·k.i.ug film that ha h.Hed to satisfy the criteria we eatabli ned in the 
fi ,t a.~.~alyfJia A :most imp rtan> c·ha:r;icte dl!ltic of this specialize 1 dE:vi e 
\H lld h~ at ·ent· on to l'li:mpli:iy-:'ng the phyaici t 1 fi ta.el{. of exami.ni and mea unng 

filn an 1 of allowing him to inteL·rogai:fheat;tached computing machine re 
ga ding alt•.rr. t'- e in· e;;:-pJ·etat:.o ~ of the e e t v;e expect that the ompo entt 

f he upe,···h'gh-speed dt rice~ ·ro~ithout cha).·acfeL" ~ecognitionll m~g' t be adapte. 
hie n:: ac :1ineQ (That i · =- :.sy to say,, sine e bo h device aTe still f'a:nta y. ) 
.lrog<'-i n p;;:-ogiams might·no be a tr~v ·1 Cf veJ.opmen.t. aince -;y impli~ation 

v v:·ouJ.d nee working d l ugg "d rog:..-amf:' for ; ea·rly every altern tive 
1n .. 1·pr "ta.t101.~ 

It 
en :rgy ha ~ ::i 

lor_()' wa-r : om a. alyzing ?..11 · '"' &:ood high 
bar. b ~r I ·oto 

J 
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PROBLEMS AND TECHN1 UEc. 
IN THE ANALYSIS OF BUBBLE CHAMBER PHOTOGRAPHS 

Hugh Br,.~dner 

Lawrence Radiation Laborata.ry 
University of Cal::for:uia 

Berlteley0 Cal:fornia 

January 2.9o .. 960 

The three parallel sessions of in r.ited pap ·.l"s this morning lead me to 
expect a greater-than-usual fraction of active Bub~lle-cha>mber physi iste ;n 
the audieneeo Therefore I hope that yot, will peii.'mit me to spend a dis· 
proportionate time talking about problem. that need 3olution ••• And forei e 
me if I make much use of a crystal bal.. conceril.1ii"itthe future. It will be a 
talk on apparatus0 rather than physics. 

The task will summarize what we have acco. 'lpl: shed and lea ·ned in the 
field; and what some future developments may be hl. c.ata reduction for bubble 
chambers. "We" refers not just to Berkeley0 but to Brookha'len people such 
as Thorndyke and Fowler and Rau; to Goldschmidt -C~ rmont a Gene~ a; to 
Hough at Michigan; to Glaser; and othe:?s, 

The specific bubble-chambe1· data. th;..lt I ~:.te refer to the Hydrogen 
Bubble Chamber operations at Berkele;r. since I am most familia with them 

Shutt's group at Brookhaven may have been he .irst to realize the 
magnitude of the data-reduction problemo Well ·ePtah~ished cloud chamber 
techniques could analyze about one eve11t per da~r. That was all right( since 
interesting events were then photograph~d about o. ce pe:r day, Shutt • s group 
built a 16-inch-diameter 2.0-atmosphere hyd~oge:;.1. iff' s:i.on chamber to study 
the three or four strange~·pal'ticle even.ts thai; they wou d get among t- e 200 
events (at 35 rnb cross section) from 5r000 pictu.re':il per d.ay at the Cosmotron 
They could scan only 100 to 300 pictures per ma.n-iayn a..11d requh·ed about 
5-man-days to analyze each day's ever-.ts. They s :ar.ted to consider ways of 
speeding up the scanning and analyzingo 

When Dr. Alvarez proposed mak· g a 72 inc liquid hydrogen bubble 
chamberl) which would have an effel!tive densii;y of 1.,000 atmosp_.eres the 
crisis was obviouso Besides, the Bs\"atzoon ,,,ra.s e pected to give us 1 01)000 
pictures per da.y! That would prodLce ,000 si ranJe··- ax :·icle events per day. 

.. Those early estimates of !'unning ·~fflc:ency vere too high. We averaged 
somewhat less than 39 000 pictui'es per day w:'th the 1!)-inch chamber last ye ro 
and only about 19 000 pictures per day wi'l the 7Z··Llc 1 chamber in the: 4-month 
antiproton run last falL It nov,r se.::ms ·r.hat we ·ill ha -e 7 Of 000 to 1 00,. 000 
str.:~.nge~particle events per year in the '7Z~inch ch?.rober. Our analysis sy tern 
is working well for the 15-inch chat..mbo!'; but Dr. Buti:on· taJk this afternoon 
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on the p experim nt (the first physics ;mn in the 7 l -inch chambe ru b the ay)ll 
will a ow you that the 7Z-inch analysis i low in sta ingo 

It must get up to full speed quicklyp because a 5-month runn sd1eduled 
to start within two months for Dr. Frank Crawford11 is expected to produce 
about 600DOOO picturesp with 75c000 lambdas 0 ZOO lambda scattering on 
hydrogen0 40 beta decays of la..,"Tlbdaeo and many other interactions0 including 
50"000 1r-1r eventeo plus four million ordinary iute::actions that we won't 
attempt to analyze. 

. \;~ ll.tr.!l the bubble chamber effort began0 Dr. Alvarez's group in Berkeley 
was interested onl~ in strange-particle interactione 9 so that our task was to 
develop a system t at could handle events 300 times as fast as cloud-chamber 
techniqueso We expected that measuring the pictures would be the bottleneck., 

The analysis of bubble chamber events reqw.res three-dimensional 
reconstruction of the trajectory of all particles in-i'olved9 followed by a . 
computation of momentwn balance and energy balance. Stereophotography 
by two camera lenses is sufficient to permit this reconstruction!) but a third 
lens is added because it speeds up measuremento The photographs contain 
other information besides the direction of the tracks: The curvature of the 
track in the magnetic field is a measure of momentum divided by charge; the 
direction of the curvature indicates the sign of the charge; the number of 
bubbles per unit length is a function of the velocity of the particle and of its 
charge• the range of a particle that stops in the liquid gives the momentwnv 
if the particle mass is known; the cha11ge of curva~;ure with distance can 
establish mass if measurements are sufficiently C?ccurate0 and if mllltiple 
Coulomb scattering is small enough. Energetic delta rays can give some 
information on the velocity of the particle. 

In addition to observiD.g tracl~s of charged partieles 11 it is also po·-1.sible 
sometimes to detect neutral particles by energy-momentum balancen or by 
observing charged decay fragmentso or by obser' ing secondary interactions 
that involve charged particles. 

The frequent appearance of inelc.stic processes in high-energy physics 
usually demands that the trajectories of the particles be reconstructed with 
the highest possible accuracy. The geometrical problems of reconstructing 
an event in a bubble chamber are similar to the p_oblems encountered in the 
analysit~ of cloud chamber photograpb.s 0 but the problem is more dif:ficult. 
The reconstruction is complicated by the fact that the liquid has an index of 
refraction differing fx-om unity; camera optics are usually wide-angle0 and 
therefore corrections for the chamber windows are nonlinear; the magnetic 
fields in some chambers are very nonuniformo 

These considerations led Dr. A!va.rez to propose that we make coordinate 
measurements independently on the different stereo viewsg and then make 
geometrical .-econstructiong along with optical and magnetic corrections" in 
a digital computer. 

The system that bas evolved cor:Bi ets of the following steps~> requiring 
the times indicated in the boxes. 
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1. Search for events j1 0 min per event for each sean j 
Physicists and technicians search for events of interests and tabulate 

what they find9 then resca.n to learn the percent of events overlooked~ 

The scanning machine is shown in Fig. 1. 
In this machine the three images are projected onto a white bakelite surface 
at a magnification of 10 r:Uameters 9 i.e. v l/3 original bubble chamber size~ 
The projection lenaes are Schneider Companon ZlO mm focal length at .!fs.6. 
It wa necessary to use high-quality wide-angle lensee 0 because the optical 
raya can make a rnllximum angle of 35 deg from optical axis. The mirrors 
are paralleloplate0 front surface aluminized and silicon monoxide coated. The 
paralleloplate and a special mounting suspenaion were required to keep the 
magnification sufficiently uniform throughout tb.e picture. lllumination is 
b means of three soo ... watt motion picture projector lamps operating with 

0.8 lucite condensers and Corning 1-l-58 and I-69 heat-absorbing glasses. 
i1m is clamped in an open-faced holder. Temperature rise!) measured on 

a black piece of film 11 is no greater than 3° C. 

We usually find it desirable to scan along the track11 i.e. 0 from the end 
of the table. It was not possible to magnify the image enough to see the 
neceaaary detail at the near end of the image without having the far end too 
distant from the observer. Henceo the film carriage was arranged to roll 
easily and thereby move the image toward or away from the operator by means 
of a hand lever. 

The film can be advanced from one frame to the next in approximately 
3/4 sec. It can be run at slow speed of 800ft/min and can be started and 
stopped with a maximum force of less than 3 pounds on the film. 

These machines cost approximately $12./JOOO each. They may cost as 
much as $ ZOPOOO with further automatic controls. This seems like a large 
sumo but we should realize that running the Bevatron and the bubble chamber 
for one day costs between $1Z11 000 and $2.00 000. 

2.. "Sketch" ( 10 min/event] 

Physicists or very experienced assistants examine each eventn list 
possible interpretationse and write instructions to the measurer and to the 
computing program. This is done on a scanning table. The time required is 
·about 10 minutes per event. (More accurate figures are available from time
and-motion studies if you are interested. ) 

*averaged over a year's operation 
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10 min/ event t 
Technicians measure films on "Franckenstein. " 

Many of you are familiar with the Franckenstein measuring projector for 
the smaller chambers. Figure Z shows the machine ueed for 7Z-inch chamber 
film. A second one is being built now at Berkeleyo 

The characteristics of the projection microscope do not differ greatly 
from the Franckenstein for the smaller machine. ltv too9 is accurate enough 
that measurements may eventually be limited by uncertainty due to multiple 
Coulomb scattering. Measurements are made on axes0 to Z.5 microns accuracy0 

by using Ferranti moire fringe grating syetem ~ The automatic track-following 
servo is the same as on the smaller machine: the image is sampled via Z4 eslots 
on a 3600-rpm motor (i.e. o a rate of 1440 cycles per second). The big 
difference between the two machines is brought about by the large image on the 
film. It i necessary to magnify the image to approximately Z.Z times actual 
size in order that an operator can make visual settings on fiducial marks and 
track endings to the necessary accuracy. We did not see any satisfactory way 
of presenting a pid\~re 14 feet longp so we split the image. The region being 
examined in detail is projected by a Schneider Xenotar flZ.8 lens of 10.5 m.m 
at a magnification of 33o to give the 2.Z-times-full-sizeimage on a tt·ansmission 
screen. A partially silvered mirror projects a second image through a 
Dallmeyer Serrac i/ 4. 5 lenso of 18-inch focal length0 at a magnification of 
7.50 i.e. D one-hal.Tlife size$) onto an opaque screen. An illuminated reticle 
projected onto the half-scale view shows the region that is enlarged to 2.Z diameters. 

A detail of the lamp housingD the condensers11 and the film carriers of the 
measuring machine is shown in Fig. 3. It was nec essary to use a 2500-watt 
mercury lamp of 1 ZOil 000 lumens output to get the light that was needed while 
simultaneously presenting the split images and servo-system photomultiplier. 
In additionD aspheric lucite condensers are used to give high illumination over 
the entire film. Heat-absorbing glass and wate1• cells are required to keep 
the film cool. 

The same film transport is used as on the scanning machines. 

The first measuring projector cost nearly $ 200DOOO; the seconds which 
. ie now under construction11 will cost about $140,000. 

rcomputing 1/2 min per even~ 
1 ph:t~ t:...!.udlin~ l/ l. .mh:./ e'tt•P..t \ 
_.,__.:::.....==:..-.·;.-""-"""' ··~ .. ... . .... _ ·-- • - --··· ·- ·· . 

4. Compute 

The output perforated tape with x-y coordinates of track segments and 
fiducial marks (chamber glass) is converted to magnetic tapeo and put into 
an IBM 704. 

The 1611 000-word program reconstructs the event completelyo with 
momentum and energy balance. It prints out lab and c. m. components of 
momentum0 energy11 and angles 11 together with propagated errors and goodness 
or fit. Right now11 1 SDOOO events are waiting some minor program revisions for 
the new 704. 
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5. Examine [iiQ 30 min/ event] 

Not all the events go through the computation successfully. Errors in 
"sketchingu or in Franckenstein measurement cause 5 to 1 O% of the e ents to 
fail on a well-de~<l\!Lgged program. The failut·e re>.te during the first six months 
of a new program is often 30o/o. Events that fail are re-examined and rerun. 
This is a lees efficient procedure than the routine first analyaiep because of 
the time spent in understanding the erroro and in looking up old records and 
old film. Examination and rerun averages perhaps 6 minutes per event. A 
year ago11 when 30% of the events were failingv it was even more; this was the 
bottleneck11 rather than measuring. · 

6. Sort 

The "good" outputs are correlated and tabulatedo. fo~ angular distributions 
up-down asymmetry9 etc. 0 as required for the physics of the experiment. Groups 
at other laboratories have developed better programs for these operations than 
we in Alvarez' s group0 to date. We still do most of it at a desk. 

1. Keep Records 

__ .. _________ ,,, -1 
I 6 min/ event 

The tabulations of events found in scanning must be correlatediJ and the 
records must be kept for reference. The "sketch cardso " which now are 
8-1/l X 11 McBee Keysort cards 0 must be filedo as well as the printouts from 
the computer. All this is being done now by one extremely good person, plus 
the physicists as they use the data. But it is a cumulative job which will need 
to be mechanized soon. We have looked briefly into normal actuarial and 
business methods~ IBM Ramae does not meet all our needs. Perhaps we can 
uae some new library sorting and recall techniqueso such as ITEK is developing. 

The times for these operations seem fairly well balanced. Three or four 
scanning machines and one Franckenstein can process Z00 000 event per year. 
Actually0 we did 10,000 events from the 15-inch chamber during 4 months last 
year with four scanners and two Franckensteinao The Franckensteins were 
not fully scheduled on week ends. 

About Z minutes can be saved in all the bottleneck operations by putting 
automatic frame selection on scanners and Franckensteins 0 and by improving 
the interlocks that force the operator to make all measurements in the correct 
order. These things are being built. Automatic transfer of the physicist's 
instructions from the sketch to the Franckenstein and the computer will be 
done later if it seems nece eary. 

Experience with the 7Z-inch film is brief9 and may give some surprises. 
Scanning per picture is certainly slower. To a :first approximation~ we find that 
it takes four times as long per pictureo since the eye can see only a limited area 
at a glance. We find that we ca.n stand only the same number of tracks per 
picture (ZO . or 30) without confusion or ambiguity.. Hence,, the scanning time 
pe1· interaction is about the same as in the smaller chC'.mbers. 

It would appear that the Franckenstein system can be made to handle 
7011000 to 100,000 strange particle events per yea.r0 oy using three or four 
measuring machiness ll to 15 scanning machinea 0 and a staff of about 50 
technicians. About five full-time physicists will be needed for the analysis-
not including programming. 
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Recently it has become clear tha.t the non-strange-particle interactione 
are a very important field of inveatiga.tion in fundamental nuclear physics. 
Some excellent theorists feelD in fact~ that the study of these interactions is 
now of greater imp•utance than the str.ange particles. It seenlf;' necessary to 
measure a very large number of events in order to extrapolate with the 
necessary statistical accuracy into the nonphysical I"egion that is of major 
concer11. to the men working in dispersion theory. And i11 most cases it seems 
necee ary to measure the events to the same high accuracy required for 
strange -particle studies. The hydrogen bubble chamber seems to be the most 
powerful tool at the present time for such investigations 0 because of the large 
number of interaction types that can appearo and the angular momentum and 
accuracy required. 

So now. we are faced with the problem of analyzing several million 
events per year. It is obvious that the Franckenatein system cannot be extended 
to cope with the job. Even I shudder ~t the id.ea of 50 measuring machines and 30 to 
SO scanning machines grinding away on the film from a single bubble chamber run. 

It does not seem reasonable for physicists or technicians to examine the 
necessary number of pictures~ or to enter any appreciable amount of data for a 
measuring machine at the necessary rateo or to exa.mine the output of the com
puting machine in detail for each event. We would need to look at one output per 
second during a normal working year. 

Evidently9 if we re going to accomplish this task., we must finr.' a way of 
using a machine to locate the events of interest--a frightening prospect 
but I do not see any alternative. We must also mea:n.u:·e these events auto
matically9 and record and tabulate only those events which have satisfied our 
initial criteria. We must" of courseo be very careful that the events we discard 
are randomly distributed-- the better our stati&tical accuracy~> the smaller 
sy~atematic error we can tolerate. 

The problem of recognizing events automatically is not trivial. In 
fact 9 I don't think it has ever been done 0 with the possible exception of some 
pioneer work by P. V. C. Hough at Michigan. The task appears leas formidable 
than some of the jobs being undertake1~a in translation., deciphering of hand
writingp or recognition of patterns in aerial photograph}r· It would certainly 
be necessary to have a large computer attached directly to the apparatus. It 
may be necessary to design a special computer. The same computer would 
direct the measuring machine and cal"ry out the analysis of events after they 
are measured. The computer programs would be very complex. 

The problem of making a measuring machine with the required speed and 
accuracy is a big one0 but Bruce Mc:Cormick0 an extremely capable manD has 
been working on it for a long time. (He is probably the first man to tackle this 
job of ultra-high-speed analysis). His mechanical flying-spot machine--calledo 
of course9 the "McCormick Reaper" is shown in Fig. 4 as it looked in mid
January. This is a front view of the console with the film transport 0 which is 
a modified Ampex tape drive to present the section of the film on which 
measurements are to be made. An enlarged irna.ge of the film is displayed on 
the ·transmission screen at the c:ente:r of the console. The two wings of the 
console are now filled with indicator lights and control switches. The stage 
carrying the lens and light system has been removed fo1· this photogl'aph and 
the next. 
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The rear view of the console is shown in Figo S. In the foreground 
is the rotating drum surrounding the slit plate 0 the Baldwin disk with z16 
bits on ita outer ring for defining the angular po ition of the elitted disk0 

and a system of light pipes carrying the signals from the slits down to the 
photomultiplier&. 

The racks to house the transistorized electronics for the controls nd 
aome of the computer components are seen iD Fig. 6. More than 10% of these 
racks have been filled since this picture was taken. 

(A television flying-spot tube of 500 000-line re olution would be needed 
to scan an entire picture with the necessary resolution. Trickery may make 
it possible with less.) 

We believe that there re several possible solutions to making the 
measuring machine itself. 

We are not so sure that we can teach the machine to recognize a large 
enough fraction of the events that we wish to have measured. Or that we can 
instruct the measuring machine with enough accuracy and versatility. The 
McCor ick reader11 and mocked-up spiral scans on the Francl(ensteine are 
just starting to be ueed to investigate this. We cannot say anything at the 
present time. 

It is possible that machine scanning" and human scanning11 will be made 
easier by displaying the films with closed-circuit television, having delay-line 
circuits similar to radar moving-target indicators, so that tracks going all the 
way through the chamber without interaction will not be displayed on the screen. 
Squeezing clown the length of the imagep or enlarg1iig any desired region11 are 
obvioua poaaibilities too. We have only started gathering equipment for this 
preliminary study. We have not tried it yet. 

It ia not realistic to think that we will be content to ignore or throw away 
all events that fail to go through our system. He willr> in factp want to examine 
all of them to be aure that we have not overlooked important new physica. If 
the failure rate is ae low as Zo/o (very unli:!.telyiJ considering the complexity of 
the recognition and inatruction problems and programs )f) then in principle we 
could re-examine the evente that failed0 and put them through the Franckenatein 
system. However, it seems that we could profitably develop a device (simple 
compared with the things we've been talking about) for the specific purpose 
of reworking film that ha failed to satisfy the criteria we established in the 
firat analysis. A most important characteristic of this specialized device 
would be attention to simplifying the physicist' s task of examining and measuring 
the film and of allowing him to interrogate the attached computing machine re
garding alternative interpretations of the event. We expect that the components 
of the super-high-speed device~~ without character recognition11 might be adapted 
to this machine. (That is easy to say0 since both devices are still fantasy.) 
Interrogation programs might not be a trivial developmente since by implication 
we would need working debugged programs for nearly every alternative 
interpretation. 

It ie evident that we are still a long way from analyzing all the good high
energy physics that exists in bubble-chamber photoe. 
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Fig. 5 
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Fig. 6. 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 

or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any irtfor

mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 

of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor . 




